Key Stage 3 Curriculum and Assessment Map: Spanish 2018-2019
Year 7 Spanish

Year 8 Spanish

Semester 1

Semester 2

Semester 3

Semester 4

Semester 1

Semester 2

Semester 3

Semester 4

Content
Delivery

Topic 1: Personal
Information
- Saying your
name/age/birthday/where
you live/how you are etc.
- Saying which personal
items you possess in school
- Counting from 1-100
- Using a bilingual
dictionary
- Understanding masculine
and feminine gender forms
Grammar: Definite and
Indefinite articles

Topic 2: School
- Talking about your school
subjects
- Saying what you do in
school
- Talking about your
teachers
- Saying what you eat and
drink
Grammar: Present Tense
‘ar’, ‘er’ and ‘ir’ verbs.
Adjectives and agreements.

Topic 3: My Family (1)
- Talking about and
describing your family
members
-Talking about appearance
and character of yourself
and other people
Grammar: Possessive
Adjectives and the verbs
‘ser’ and ‘tener;

Topic 3: My Family (2)
- Talking about your hair
and eyes and those of
other people
- Saying what colour
something is
- Saying what pets you
have and being able to
describe them
Grammar: Using adjectives
and nouns. Using the ‘third
person’ of the verb

Topic 4: Life at Home
- Talking about where you
live and describing your
local area
- Talking about your
house giving a full
description of its rooms
and other features
- Saying which activities
you do at home
Grammar: ‘Estar’ for
locations and
prepositions of place,
present tense

Topic 6: My Town
- Saying what your town
is like
- Building longer
sentences together using
‘connectives’
- Making comparisons
between different places
- Saying what town places
are near where you live
Grammar: Comparatives

Topic 6: My Town (2)
- Picture based tasks linked
to town
- Making and responding to
invitations
- Understanding
weather types and saying
what you do
Grammar: The
Preterit tense.

Mini
Assessment
Week 5

Speaking: Responding to
basic questions saying:
- Your
name/age/birthday/where
you live.
Writing: A written
response (a short
paragraph), which requires
a description of personal
information (as above).
Translation: Short phrases
English to Spanish
Spanish to English
NA

Speaking: Responding to
basic questions saying:
- Which school subjects
you like and why as well as
information about teachers
Writing: A paragraph about
your school including key
topic language and
evidence of grammar
incorporation (as
mentioned above).

Writing: A paragraph about
yourself and your family
and describing family
members using adjectives.

Speaking: Responding to
basic questions about your
family, physical
descriptions as well as pet
information
Writing: A paragraph about
yourself and your family
including key topic
language and evidence of
grammar incorporation (as
mentioned above).

Speaking: Responding to
basic questions about
your home, its rooms and
where you live

Topic 5: Free Time
- Saying what you do in
your free time
- Telling the time
- To say which sports you
play and do
- To say what you like to
do
- To say what you are
going to do
- To talk about other
people
Grammar: The near
future. ‘Me gusta’ +
infinitive
Writing: A paragraph
about the free time
activities you do and the
sports you play.

Speaking: Responding to
basic questions about
your town and
surrounding area.

Writing: A paragraph
about where you live
including key topic
language and evidence of
grammar incorporation
(as mentioned above).

Reading/Listening and
Translation: Activities
that assess skills linked to
the topic of sports and
free time.

Writing: A paragraph
about where you live,
your town including key
topic language and
evidence of grammar
incorporation (as
mentioned above).

Reading/Listening and
Translation: Activities that
assess skills linked to the
topic of sports and free
time.
Writing: Picture-based task
linked to town
- Using present,
future and past
tenses together

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Main
Assessment
Week 8

External
Assessment
Modular
Exams

Reading/Listening and
Translation: Activities that
assess skills linked to the
topic of family.

